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Abstract: Zero knowledge proof is a powerful cryptographic 

protocol that is utilized to establish data security whilst ensuring 
and maintaining user anonymity. ZKP has relatively less complex 
computational requirements as compared to the other protocols 
for authentication. Conventional authentication schemes are 
susceptible to attacks such as MiTM, IP spoofing, DoS, replay and 
other eavesdropping based attacks, when the data is shared across 
an untrusted network. This paper shows an approach to ensure 
authentication of a device over an untrusted network whilst 
maintaining and safeguarding user credentials, by using the 
concepts of ZKP protocol. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s world, agreeing to the terms and conditions of data 

handling procedures of a product is necessary to attain 
services as per user flexibility. Thus, an approach where a 
user can be authenticated based on the randomness of 
credentials, in particular to a user authentication is necessary. 
Our fundamental notion of Zero-Knowledge proof is to 
ensure that, no personal data is sent over an untrusted network 
and the services are obtained without paying the cost of 
personal data in exchange i.e. provide the organizations with 
the required and relevant data without revealing the requested 
data.  
Although, the password is stored and sent over the untrusted 
network in hashed format along with its associated username, 
but the fact that these are still susceptible to attacks like 
packet sniffing, eavesdropping cannot be disregarded and 
may lead to the leakage of personal data as it provides a 
visibility to the public.  
In this paper we presented an improvised protocol, in 
particular to Password-Authentication Protocol (PAP) 
[6,7,10,11] and Challenge-Handshake authentication 
protocol (CHAP),  
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by introduction of a concept of ZKP that provides additional 
level of security for authentication of both the client and the 
server while data transmission.  
Our approach is more of an improvisation and combination of 
CHAP and PAP oriented, with the usage of random number 
like nonce. This nonce is beneficial, if attacks mentioned 
above need to be avoided 

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

A. Definition – Zero-Knowledge Proof (ZKP) 

Prior to implementation of our approach, it is necessary that 
ZKP must satisfy the following 3 key properties: 

a) Completeness – This property is to ensure that the ZKP 
protocol is properly followed i.e. if the information or data is 
true, then the authentic or a legitimate verifier must prove that 
the information is true every time. 

b) Soundness – This mainly deals with false-positives, i.e. if 
the information is not true, then it must be almost impossible 
to convince the verifier that the information is true. 

c) Zero-Knowledge – This mainly deals with providing no 
information apart from the fact that the information is true or 
false. 

We shall discuss it in the form of a classic example using the 
concept of two identical balls [9]. 
Assume, 2 people, ‘Person 1’ and ‘Person 2’. Person 1 has 2 

identical balls, ‘Ball 1’ and ‘Ball 2’ but they vary in colors. 

Assume ‘Color 1’ and ‘Color 2’. 
 The key challenge faced, is to convince that Person 1 knows 
that both the balls are of un-identical colors without revealing 
the colors of the balls to Person 2.  
Furthermore, assume that a prover needs to prove the color of 
the balls to the verifier without revealing the colors of the 
balls.   

a) Now, in order to ease the approach, let us assume that 
‘Person 1’ who have 2 identical shaped, but different colour 

balls, is the Prover and ‘Person 2’ is the Verifier.  

b) To prove the Verifier about the knowledge that both the 
balls are of different colors, one simple approach would be to 
handover the balls to the Verifier and thus the verifier would 
be convinced about the knowledge the prover has i.e. the balls 
are of two different colors. But ZKP’s goal is to prove without 

providing any knowledge about the colors of the balls as 
stated in one of its property. 
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c) Thus, another approach is, if the Verifier is blindfolded and 
then Prover gives both the balls to the Verifier i.e., the Prover 
still has visibility whereas the Verifier does not.  
The Verifier is asked to perform a swap operation in such a 
way that the Prover has no visibility of that operation and then 
is asked to present it in front, if the prover answers correctly, 
the verifier can assure that both the balls are definitely of 
different colors. But this is only true if this process is done a 
certain number of times. ZKP mainly deals with probabilistic 
approach. Thus, more the number of transaction, more 
certainty of getting the trust that the Prover is actually telling 
the truth. This ensures completeness, soundness and 
zero-knowledge and finally satisfying the requirement about 
proving to the verifier about the knowledge of the balls. This 
ensures that the colors of the balls are not revealed and both 
parties agree to the fact that the balls are indeed of different 
colors 

III. RELATED WORK 

Some of the related work have been done in a Password 
authentication protocol (PAP) [12,11] which ensure an end 
point encryption whilst providing the access to the resources, 
or indeed prior to the resource allocation. In a PAP based 
approach there is requirement of credentials such as username 
and a password and is susceptible to attacks such as network, 
packet sniffing and Man-In-the middle scenario. Another 
security enhancement in such scenarios is the usage of hashed 
passwords which are generally collision resistant. For 
example – ‘A’ sends username and password to the server and 

the server matches against the stored username along with the 
associated hashed password. If the match is true, allow login.  
The key constraint is the sending of the unencrypted password 
over an unsecure channel although it is resilient to most of the 
risks at the server as the password is stored in hashed format at 
the server’s end. Further studies and relevant work include the 
usage of CHAP i.e. Challenge-handshake authentication 
protocol [1,2,3,5,12].  
This is mainly based on a challenge-response based approach 
where one-time use keys, in some cases OTP’s, are used as a 

security enhancement. For example – Upon request of 
resource from client’s end, the server generates a one-time use 
key with the associated username and sends it to the client 
along with an expiration time in some cases. The client then 
needs to send the password in encrypted format using that 
one-time use key which is then matched against the server 
stored credentials and then mapped with the encrypted result 
of received encrypted credentials. If match, then login is 
allowed. The CHAP based approach ensures the verification 
of unattended systems and that only authorized login is 
allowed. But however certain disadvantages do exist such as  
a) Unencrypted storage of password at the server end. 
b) Packet sniffing of the sent one-time used keys and thus the 
attacker can perform key-cipher text-based attacks which 
similar to dictionary or birthday attacks. 

Another scenario of ensuring security is by the usage of 
collision resistance hashes [13]. The key properties of a hash 
function include –  

a) Variable length input, fixed length output. 
b) Must be resistant to collision. 
c) One-way function 
d) Deterministic. 

Below figures depicts few key exchange mechanisms and 

traditional ZKP approach.   
 

 
Fig 1: Diffie-Hellman based Authentication 

 

 
Fig 2: General Zero-Knowledge Proof based Approach 

Some of the applications [8] of Zero-Knowledge proof 
include 
a) Authentication Systems – Prove an information without 
revealing any information to the verifier 
b) Ethical Behavior – The idea is to ensure that the behavior is 
correct according to the ZKP protocol   
c) Nuclear Disarmament – Allowing inspectors to confirm the 
objective of a nuclear weapon without actually recording, 
sharing or revealing the internal secret workings. 
d) Blockchains – provide a proof of concept that the 
transactions are valid or not despite the fact that the 
information is hidden. 

IV. OUR APPROACH 

In our approach, we would be following a similar username, 
password authentication mechanism but at 3 stage phase 
level, namely. 

a) Registration – This is an initial phase where the device is 
registered with the trusted server. 
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b) Verification – Depending upon the approach the device 
is verified whether it is legitimate or not and then sent to next 
phase. 

c) Authentication – Once the device has gone through the 
verification and is verified then it will be authenticated for the 
usage of resource. 
Our approach is mainly a mixture of CHAP, PAP and ZKP 
with the addition of XOR functionality along with public key 
encryption. 

Assumptions 
Category Description 

Security It is assumed that the server is secured from any 
external threats and the registration is performed over 
a secured channel. 

Platform Python v3.0 
Operating 
System 

Ubuntu 16.04 

Network 
Latency 

2.10 Mbps Uplink 
1.81 Mbps Downlink 

a) Registration –  

i) The user generates Public key (Pub U) and Private Key (Pvt 
U) pair and sends the Pub U to the sever. 

ii) The user register based on traditional registration approach 
i.e. Username, hashed password encrypted with server Public 
key (Pub S). 

iii) The server generates a secret number (s), stores alongside 
the associated username. The server then stores the username, 
hashed password so received, public key of user and a 
randomly generated secret number in its database and that 
secret number is stored at user’s end as well. 

b) Verification –  

i) The server generates a random sequence of ‘0’ and ‘1’ such 

that the XOR of all bits equals 1.  

ii) In our case, a total of 10(ten) bits of ‘0’ and ‘1’ are 

produced, making it to a probabilistic security level of 210, as 
ZKP is more of a probabilistic approach i.e. more the number 
of transactions, higher the level of security. This random 
sequence is stored alongside the user credentials. 

Next, at the server end, the start pointer pointing at start bit 
from the 10 bits’ random sequence of ‘0’ and ‘1’ such that 

their XOR =1 is selected. If the bit =1, then the server sends, 
the secret number along with the username encrypted in the 
public key of user.  

 Once the user decrypts using his private key, he checks 
if the secret number and username matches with his 
stored data.  

 If matched, then the user sends, username with true as 
response encrypted in the public key of server. The 
server then decrypts using its private to verify the 
response of the user’s ends.  

 If the response matches, then a counter is increased, 
else it moves to the next bit in the 10(ten) -bit sequence 
without increasing the counter.  

 If the bit value from the 10 (ten) bits sequence is 0, then 
the server sends a random number along with the 
associated username, encrypted with user’s public key 

in which the server is expecting 0 as a response.  
 Follow this procedure for all the 10(ten) bits.  

 

c) Authentication –  
To authenticate the user, 100% valid transactions is 
required and the counter that started from 0 must be equal 
to 10 (ten). 
 

   i) When leading bit = 1  
 
 
 
 
 
 
      

 
 
 
 
 
 

ii) When leading bit = 0 

 
 
 
 
 
 
      
 
 
 
 
 

 EPubU – Public key encryption using user’s public 

key’ 
 S – Secret number 
 EPubS – Public key encryption using server’s public 

key. 
 Rnd – random number generated using random number 

generator. 
Fig 3: Authentication using XOR approach in ZKP 

All submitted paper should be cutting edge, result oriented, 
original paper and under the scope of the journal that should 
belong to the engineering and technology area.  
In the paper title, there should not be word ‘Overview/brief/ 

Introduction, Review, Case study/ Study, Survey, Approach, 
Comparative, Analysis, Comparative Investigation, 
Investigation’. 

V. RESULT ANALYSIS 

The below table depicts a comparative analysis for the taken 
for registration,  
verification and authentication of various devices using the 
traditional and our ZKP approach for authentication of 
various devices 

Send Receive EPubU {Username, S} 

EPubS {Username, True} 

Receive 

Send 

Send Receive 

EPubU {Username, Rnd) 
 

EPubS {Username, False} 

Receive 

Send 

Send Receive EPubU {Username, S} 

EPubS {Username, 
False} 

Receive 

Send 

Send Receive 

EPubU {Username, Rnd) 
 

EPubS {Username, False} 

Receive 

Send 
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VI. SECURITY 

i) Valid transactions column must have 10 (ten) as a count to 
ensure authentication. 
ii) Prevents Spoofing based attacks, as the attacker must 
ensure the sequence of the random bits to be followed which 
is a probability of 1/ 210. 

iii) Prevents replay attacks due to the randomized generation 
of bits in authentication. 

iv) Resilient to password-based attacks (Brute force, 
dictionary) as the password is not sent over the untrusted 
channel and once the valid transactions counter column is 10 
(ten), the transaction will stop. 

Additional benefits: 

 No additional hardware requirements such as 
biometrics or a token generator 

 Prevents similar values such as same hash of same 
password due to the use of random bits’ generator 

 Lesser computational load on other devices as random 
bits are generated only at the server end. 

 The authentication is done without the need of the 
password to travel across the wire. 

 The password in the password file on server is stored in 
encrypted format thus making it less vulnerable to 
attacks. 

 The security of the protocol mainly depends on the 
strength of the encryption algorithm being used. 

 Thus, using the standard algorithms like AES, DES etc. 
will provide high degree of security to the protocol. 

 Solves problem of unattended servers. 
 Additional hardware requirements such RSA token 

generator, OTP is not required. 
 Random bit generator is at server end, lesser 

computation to client. 
 
Our approach comparatively requires more time due to the 
complexity of the algorithm, but at the same time ensures that 
security for most of the password-based attacks over the 
unencrypted channels can be achieved. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper illustrates the usage of Zero-knowledge proof in 
Challenge-handshake authentication protocols and Password 
authentication protocol which makes it lesser vulnerable to 
the attacks as only a random number is sent over the untrusted 
channel.  

The XOR based approach provides anonymity and with the 
inclusion of PKE (Public-Key encryption) into the system the 
security levels are hardened and the strengthening is 
complete. 
Although the XOR based approach of ours takes relatively 
more time as compared to the traditional authentication 
approach, but there’s always a tradeoff between efficiency 

and security.  
The approach is protocol is simple and efficient thus enabling 
their practical use.  
The future work includes making the protocol more efficient 
and provide efficiency in a multi-threading environment 
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